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God Sighting Raft 
First, build the raft.

1.  Paint the tubes and boards with brown and green paint left over from 
your main set, and allow them to dry.

2.  Trace a circle around the 1’’ end of the male adaptor in the center of 
one of the carpet tubes. Drill a pilot hole with a '' bit in the center of 
the circle. Then use a jigsaw to cut out the circle. Do the same on the 
opposite side of the tube so you have a hole going all the way through. 
This is the center of the raft, and the hole is for the mast to fit into.

3.  Next lay the 9 carpet tubes out, side by side, with the tube in which you 
made a hole in the middle. About 12’’ in from the ends of the tubes, lay 
a 1''x3'' board (approximately 37½'' long—if the board sticks out over the 
sides of the outside tubes, you’ll need to trim it a little shorter). The wood 
has a tendency to split, so drill pilot holes in the wood with a '' bit. Then 
attach the board to each tube with 1 ’’ screws. Do this on both ends of 
the tubes. Flip the raft over and repeat the process on the underside to 
stabilize your raft.

4.  Center the sign base (a 12'' square board with a ¾’’ floor flange attached 
to the center and ¾''-1'' reducing male adaptor screwed into that) over 
the hole on the bottom of the raft. Use eight 1 '' screws to fasten the 
sign base onto the carpet tubes. Turn the raft over and slide the 2’ length 
of PVC into the hole in the top of the raft, fitting the end over the male 
adaptor inside the tube. Now you have a place to attach your mast!

5.  Make a mast by screwing the middle of the 1''x3''x7' board to the 8'x1¼'' 
PVC, about 14'' from the top of the PVC. To stabilize it, crisscross zip ties 
around the board and PVC where they meet.

You’ll need:
 • 9 carpet tubes cut to 
7½' each

 • 1 white plastic shower 
curtain liner

 • 1 PVC pipe 1¼''x8'
 • one 1''x2'' board, 7' long
 • 4 pieces of 1x3 boards, 
each 37½'' long

 • crew sign base (12''x12'' 
board, ¾” floor flange,  
¾''-1'' reducing male 
adaptor, 4 ½'' screws)

 • 2' length of 1'' PVC
 • jute or twine
 • 2 zip ties, 9’’ or 11’’
 • about 50 screws 
(size 6, 1 '')

 • scissors
 • pencil/marker
 • green and brown paint 
(we used leftover paint 
from the main set)

 • paintbrushes
 • drill with '' bit (for pilot 
hole for mast) and '' bit 
(for pilot holes for screws)

 • jigsaw
 • yardstick or tape measure
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Next, make the sail.

1.  Most shower curtain liners are coated with a powder that inhibits mold 
and mildew…but this powder also makes it harder for the God Sighting 
Sail Stickers to stick! So wash your shower curtain liner (in the washing 
machine) with hot water and bleach. This also gets rid of any fold lines 
and makes the sail look more tattered.

2.  Cut holes and small slits in the sail—no more than about 4’’ per hole. 
You’ll need enough holes for each Crew to cover four of them, so just 
multiply the total number of Crews by four and make that many holes, 
plus a few extra (since you’ll demonstrate how to patch the holes).

3.  Use jute or twine to tie the shower curtain onto the mast. Then fit 
the mast PVC over the 2' PVC in the center of the raft.
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